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RS. SALLY SCOTT

is 66
years old. Social Security
and pension checks aren’t
enough. She saw an ad for
a “reverse” mortgage
allowing seniors 62 or older to receive
cash by borrowing against their homes
and does not require repayment as long
as they live there. Interested, she spoke to
a mortgage broker about a $100,000
reverse mortgage.
The loan papers, however, said that
the loan amount was $200,000. The
broker promised he’d change the figure,
insisting that she sign the paperwork first.
Mrs. Scott signed. A week later she
received a check for $200,000. She
immediately notified the broker who
apologized for the mistake and instructed
her to wire the money back. The account
that Mrs. Scott returned the money to
belonged to the broker. He disappeared,
leaving her with a mortgage in default
and no way to repay the loan.
Mandatory mortgage counseling, like
that required in state Sen. Joe Simitian’s
Senate Bill 1609, could have helped Mrs.
Scott avoid falling victim to this fraud.
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Reverse mortgages are popular among
seniors in California, and gaining
popularity nationwide. One in every four
reverses in the country are sold in
California. While helpful for many
seniors, reverses are complex, expensive,
and can be confusing. Unfortunately,
they can spell financial disaster for
seniors who don’t understand the fine
print. Worse yet, seniors like Mrs. Scott
may fall prey to unscrupulous lenders and
brokers who don’t think twice about
ripping off elders.

the more effective tool for ensuring that
borrowers get accurate and impartial
information before they proceed.
Secondly, if a lender negotiates a
reverse in a language other than English
(for example, in Spanish, Korean,
Vietnamese, Tagalog, or Chinese), they
would then be required to provide a copy
of the loan documents and federallymandated disclosures in that language.

SB1609 will protect California seniors
by ensuring they get the information they
need about reverses and other financial
options before signing. The bill does
three important things for seniors.

Finally, SB 1609 prohibits lenders
from requiring the purchase of an
annuity, by providing a three-day
“cooling-off period.” Seniors are not
obligated to purchase. The annuity
company take a sum of money from the
purchaser and agrees to pay it back, with
interest, in periodic payments starting
immediately or in the future. Future
payments could accrue after the senior
has passed away, leaving the funds in the
salesperson’s pocket.

First, it requires that all seniors
considering a reverse receive financial
counseling. Counseling has proven to be

Mrs. Scott is a victim of elder
financial abuse. She is in danger of
foreclosure; forced out of her home of 30

years. She’s not alone. Often, seniors
lack the information they need to make
informed choices and succumb to highpressure sales tactics. Many pay
unreasonable fees, buy unnecessary
financial products, and are even swindled
out of their homes.
SB 1609 creates protections that give
seniors information and time to make
financial choices offering protection from
the financial abuse that may come with a
reverse. A reverse mortgage could be the
biggest, most complicated and final
transaction of a senior’s life. They need
to be informed by arming them with
information and options. If a wolf comes
knocking, Grandma will be ready.
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